
DAY 1
AIRPORT BALMACEDA ARRIVAL AT AM OR PM
WELCOME TO PATAGONIA!!
WELCOME DINNER

DAY 2
FULL DAY COYHAIQUE BACKYARD
-FRAILE – MOTO - CHICKEN LINE - ON PILO
SHUTTLE (45 MIN)

DAY 3
FULL DAY CERRO CASTILLO (1 HOUR TRIP)
TÁBANOS LAKE – ARCHAEOLOGICAL  CAVE OF THE HANDS

DAY 4
FULL DAY LA GLORIA BIKE PARK (40 MIN TRIP)
NIGHT CAMP (OPTIONAL) 

DAY 5
FULL DAY LA GLORIA – EL ROSADO

DAY 6
FULL DAY MISTERIOUS LAKE – ARROYO EL GATO – 
PATAGONIAN LAMB BARBECUE 
2 HRS DRIVE BACK TO COYHAYQUE

DAY 7
CERRO NEGRO - COYHAIQUE RIVER LODGE PARK

DAY 8
CASTOR LAKE

DAY 9
SHUTTLE DAY IN FRAILE

DAY 10
MARBLE CAVES TOUR

DAY 11
HIKING LAKE LEONES TOUR

DAY 12
LAST DAY AND CHECK OUT

Coyhaique, Patagonia, Chile

CONTACT 

MTB ENDURO TRAIL / 

LAKES & MARBLE CAVES  

11 NIGHTS - 12 DAYS

6TH - 17TH JANUARY 

THE ADVENTURE IS GETTING ON!!! 

 +569 8 1593383
info@patagoniabikers.cl WWW.PATAGONIABIKERS.CL

 

LEVEL
MEDIUM-EXPERT
FITNESS RATING: 6/9

DATE
JANUARY

PROGRAM INCLUDES

Airport pick-up and drop-off
10 nights accommodation in a Pasarela Lodge

1 nights accommodation in Hotel arround Chelenko lake

11 hearty breakfasts, snacks for riding and 11 dinners

Post-ride celebration drinks

Fun and experienced Guides

WELCOME TO PATAGONIA!!

MIN 4 PASSENGERS
 

5.000 USD*

*PRICE PER PERSON
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DAY 2

FULL DAY COYHAIQUE BACKYARD

FULL DAY
COYHAIQUE
BACKYARD

WWW.PATAGONIABIKERS.CL

After breakfast we go to El Fraile, a 
small ski center with the same 
name. We ride up to the antenna, 
which is the highest point in this 
sector. The first descent is towards 
the ski center, with numerous 
possibilities for free ride 
overlooking the valleys of 
Balmaceda and Cerro Galera. At 
the end of this descent, we return 
to the antenna, but this time we 
bike down another path, with tra-
verse zones and two incredible 
descents, with epic grip. An exqui-
site Patagonia Bikers lunch awaits 
us at the end of this trail. After 
lunch, we head back up to the an-
tenna, this time riding down to the 
happy field, to finish with a 
delicious cold beer at 
Tropera, a local craft brewery.
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FULL DAY
CERRO
CASTILLO
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DAY 3 

FULL DAY CERRO CASTILLO

After breakfast at Lodge we take a 90 
min drive to Tamango Lake.
On our way, we cross the Cerro Cas-
tillo National Park, with incredible 
scenery and, if you are lucky, you will 
be able to catch a glimpse of the 
country’s emblematic deer, the 
huemul.
During the first part of the day, you 
will be able to put all your uphill skills 
to the test, as we bike a 
beautiful, remote single trail in the 
vicinity of Tábanos Lake.
The view up at Tábanos Lake is un-
doubtedly the highlight of the outing! 
You will be able to spot giant rainbow 
trout swimming in the lake.
After a short break we start our very 
fun downhill ride to Tamango Lake!!!
From the lake, we pedal for about 2 
miles along a gravel road until we get 
to the trailhead that leads to a cave 
with prehistoric paintings, where the 
Tehuelche Indians used to live. From 
here, we start a beautiful 10 mile tra-
verse, crossing the mountain range of 
Castillo, with the most spectacular 
view of Castillo Mountain. At the end 
of the trail, we visit the cave and 
return to the Lodge.



FULL DAY
LA GLORIA
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DAY 4 

FULL DAY LA GLORIA

THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES!!!

La Gloria is an old farm, where they 
used to harvest timber. Today it’s part 
of a big conservation project. The 
farm is full of incredible single trails 
and spectacular views!!! We spend the 
day riding different trails and finish at 
our base camp with a nice barbecue 
and a good campfire or return to the 
Lodge.



FULL DAY 
LA GLORIA Y 
EL ROSADO 
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DAY 5 

FULL DAY LA GLORIA Y EL ROSADO

OUT DOOR BREAKFAST AT 

OUR CAMP IS WITHOUT FAIL 

AN EXPERIENCE!!!

After breakfast, we start pedaling from 
the camp to El Rosado Mountain 
along one of our most beautiful trails. 
Millenary trees are our constant com-
panions on this loop. The first part of 
the trail starts with a steep climb, but 
you’ll be rewarded with an incredible 
traverse with beautiful scenery. At the 
end of the day, we return to the Vista 
Patagonia Lodge, where a nice shower 
and an even better meal await us!

* If you stay in the lodge you would 
do the same full day.



FULL DAY 
MISTERIOSO LAKE - 
ARROYO EL GATO
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DAY 6

FULL DAY MISTERIOUS LAKE – 

ARROYO EL GATO

After breakfast, we start with a 2 hour 
car drive to the north east of Coyhai-
que, close to the argentine border, 
where the scenery is completely dif-
ferent to what you’ve seen the other 
days. Views of the pampa and the 
Moon Valley are the icing on the cake 
that completes an incredible 
Patagonian experience.
When we arrive at Mysterious Lake, 
we prepare our bikes and start our 
trip to El Gato village. Cattle trails take 
us all the way to El Gato, crossing 
lakes and rivers in one of the most 
beautiful places on earth!!!
At the end of the day, we’ll enjoy our 
last meal together with an authentic 
Patagonian lamb barbecue ¨cordero 
al palo¨ prepared by Don Pedro, a 
local gaucho. 
After this feast we return to 
Coyhaique.



FULL DAY

CERRO NEGRO - 

COYHAIQUE RIVER LODGE PARK
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DAY 7

CERRO NEGRO - COYHAIQUE RIVER 

LODGE PARK

After breakfast, we start with a 45 
minutes car drive to the ski resort 
area east of Coyhaique, we going to 
arrive to the top of the mountain at 
the back of Coyhaique city and start 
going over all the ridge of the moun-
tain range .
In some places you dont have any 
single track so you are going to be 
free riding pedaling with some 
awsome views from the top.
After a 5 minutes hike a bike behind 
the black rock face of Franciscano 
mountain we get ready to go down 
the mountain to coyhaique alto valley, 
the downhill is a long and beutifull 
ride thats end in Coyhaique Alto road , 
where our vans are going to pick up 
us after a nice lunch and take us to 
the last ride of the day at Coyhaique 
River Lodge park ,a 15 km single track 
with great views and very fun single 
trails .
When we finish we return on a 25 min 
drive to the lodge.



FULL DAY

CASTOR LAKE
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DAY 8

CASTOR LAKE

After breakfast, we start with a 45 
minutes car drive to the Lago Castor 
area east of Coyhaique, we going to 
start pedaling thru a fire road thats 
lets us in the bigining of a nice cow 
trail that take us to the south side of 
the castor lake , the trail continue over 
the bank of the lake , when we arrive 
to an old house we stop for a rest and 
lunch .
the trail continue with a 20 minutes 
long uphill to the top of the mountain 
where a single track start to go north 
just all over the border with Argentina, 
the trail ends with a beautifull down 
hill that ends on a big beach of Lago 
Castor.
From here we have a 4 km ride to the 
vans that are going to take us to the 
lodge  and enjoy a big barbecue.



FULL DAY

CASTOR LAKE
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DAY 9

SHUTTLE DAY IN FRAILE

After breakfast, we start with a 45 
minutes car drive to the ski resot area 
east of Coyhaique, these is one of our 
favorites days !!!!! we start with the el 
Fraile down hill a 6 km drop from the 
top of the mountain to the ski resort 
,the down hill starts with a free ride 
thats is awsome and in the middle we 
get into the single trail that goes down 
to the van. We going to repeat 2 or 3 
times the trail with diferent free ride 
lines , then the last is the chikken line , 
its going to be your second time on 
these line so just flow !!!!! 
At the end we finish the tour on 
Mamma Gaucha Restaurant  the best 
pizzas shop in town.



DAY TOUR

MARBLE CAVES 
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DAY 10 & 11
TOURS DAYS

MARBLE CAVES TOUR: 

We will leave from the lodge at        
approximately 06:00 am. During the 
trip we will appreciate a landscape of 
lenga, coigüe and ñire forests, vegeta-
tion that covers the entrance point to 
the Cerro Castillo National Reserve. 
Later we can see the green lagoon of 
emerald color and surrounded by 
jungle. We will cross the El Manso 
bridge, to later observe the flooded 
valley and covered with tall grasses 
and dead trunks that are the result of 
the great eruption of the Hudson 
Volcano.
We will continue to descend until 
arriving at the town of Murta, located 
in an arm of the General Carrera Lake. 
Then, we will continue bordering the 
General Carrera Lake with its blue 
waters until we reach the town of 
Puerto Río Tranquilo. Here we will 
make a navigation until we find the 
wonderful Shrine of Nature Capillas 
de Mármol. This is a place of great 
scenic beauty, where the constant 
waves of the lake have eroded and 
polished the limestone leaving cav-
erns of different shapes.
At dusk we will go to the hotel for 
dinner.



DAY TOUR

HIKING LAKE LEONES
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DAY 10 & 11
TOURS DAYS

HIKING LAKE LEONES:

After breakfast very early and thirty 
kilometers south of Puerto Río Tran-
quilo, we find a path that borders the 
River Leones, together with lush 
forests of lengas and coihues. 
Following this route, we will arrive at El 
Rodado sector, where we will start the 
trek for about three hours, which 
small rivers fed by glaciers are in the 
valley. Continue for a shipment that 
goes up to reach a call called Pampa 
de Ratón, where you can see the 
moraines, traces that the Leones 
glacier many years ago. We return to 
the edge of Lago Leones, a wonderful 
and imposing scenery, a fascinating 
Patagonia.

At the end of the day we return to 
Coyhaique. ( 4 hours approx.)


